Billionaire Stepbrother - The Complete Series (Perfect Step, Beautiful
Step, Forbidden Step)

From Amazon Bestselling Author, Lexi
Duval, comes a delicious new billionaire
erotic series, Billionaire Stepbrother!
Readers should be 18+ for sex scenes and
swearing! PART ONE After a two year
sexual dry spell, Abby Grace takes drastic
action. She finds the hottest guy she can
online, exchanges some raunchy pictures,
and plans for a single night of amazing sex
in a Manhattan hotel room. When her
mystery guy, who calls himself only Vince,
turns up, Abby realizes that he might just
be hotter in real life that in his pics. Hes
tall, dark, and impossibly handsome, and
Abbys sure shes hit the jackpot. He also
appears to be about the most forward
person shes ever met, and within minutes
hes standing naked in front of her and is
literally ordering her to do the same. What
follows sends Abby to a place shes never
gone, and is destined to be a night shell
never forget. The next day, however, her
mother takes her to meet her new
boyfriend, Stephen Black, billionaire and
all round nice guy. Only the same cant be
said for his son, who doesnt turn up until
half way though dinner in the magnificent
Black mansion. When he finally arrives,
however, Abby finds that Tyler Black,
Stephens son, isnt quite the guy shed
thought hed be... PART TWO The
revelation hits Abby immediately: Tyler
Black is Vince, and shes just slept with the
son of her moms new boyfriend.
The
thought makes her awkward, but Tyler
seems to feed off the secret, and soon
Abbys going to have him pursuing her
once more.
Spending the night at the
mansion, Abby gets a midnight caller, and
finds herself unable to reject his advances.
The following weekend, billionaire
Stephen Black invites Abby and her mother
to his villa in the Caribbean. Unfortunately,
his sons coming too.
But soon, Abby
begins to see that theres more to Tyler than
meets the eye, and perhaps hes not such a
bad guy after all. And just as she makes
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that discovery, her mother and Tylers
father come to them with some big news.
News thats going to make their secret
relationship suddenly more forbidden...
PART THREE
With the news that
Stephens and Sue are about to get married,
the truth quickly dawns on Abby Tyler is
about to become her stepbrother. But now
shes in too deep, and she cant resist him.
So they make a pact, promising to enjoy
each others bodies until their parents get
married, and then call it quits on the entire
thing.
When the wedding day arrives,
however, things take a turn that neither of
them planned for...and soon their forbidden
desires are right out in the open. But will it
all end there, or will Abby and Tyler work
their way to a happy ending?
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